29o	NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
two tables and also in those of §§ 24 and 33 the effects are also
classified as good, bad or indifferent, but here no basic principle
appears to be followed.
H. PLANETS, DAYS AND GHATIS
In § 38 a rule is given whose object appears to be to determine
the lords of the ghatis, and the same rule is repeated in § 69.
This rule may be expressed by 6G-I =# mod 7 for day-time, and
sjG-i == x mod 7 for night-time, where G is the number of the current
ghatl, and x indicates the planet in the week-day order, beginning
with Sunday. The orthodox Hindu (and European) rule, as
given by Varaha Mihira in his Panchasiddhantika, is
D + 5(H-i) =x mod 7,
where D is the number of the day of the week, and H the
current hour. Possibly Marshall's rule is an echo of Varaha
Mihira's; but no systematic arrangement of the planets by
ghatis will give the proper lords for the first ghatis.
Raghunanda, after converting ghatis into hours, says : "In the
day these are regulated by intervals of six ... in the night by
intervals of five." (H. T. Colebrooke, Asiatic Researches, 1799,
p. 107.)
The orthodox rule gives the planetary lords of the hours for
Saturday as follows : x
123456789     10, etc., hours.
h   2J.    c?   O    9    g    {    h   2|.   &   etc-
The rule in paragraphs 38 and 69 gives the following order :
123456789     10, etc., ghatis.
ts     9     2).     §     <J      ((     O    t!     9     2|» etc., for day-time,
while paragraph 26 gives the following : a
12345678,    ghatis
Sunday        - O    O    2J.    1^     "h     ([     "h    —
Monday	^      £    q    _.    h     h    2[,
Tuesday	^      <y    2|.    —    h     h    —
Wednesday - —    —    TlTlT^      <$    O    —
Thursday	—    ^    _     ^_^     y^
Friday		^     ^     h    —    —     <?    —
Saturday     ~  ^      c?    —   —    2[    h    —    h>
1	For the other days the same order is followed, but beginning witl
the proper day planet.
2	This table exhibits no obvious principle, and its source has not beei
traced.   It recalls, faintly, the scheme of Alexander Neckham (1151-
1217), who allots the first three hours (? one watch) and the last thre<
hours to the lord of the day (L. T. Thorndyke, A History of Magic ant
Experimental Sciences, ii. 220 and 670).

